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Figure 2. Sampling locations and moistuie/CO, release locations in the energy-efhcient
demonstration house.
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Figure 3. Time-varying co, concenrrations in the master bedroom and at the co2
controller site during periods with the ERV operating versus disabled.
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ABSTRACT

the carbon dioxide (Ce) demand control
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¡NTRODUCTION

an office space occupied by four people.

into a state_of_the_art HVAC computer
on_centrations of Ce in a Los Angeles
Il][2]. Outdoor air flow rates of 7

or manufacturing of
ing a DCV system already
ncentrations and

resents a proprietary Variable_Air_
stem filter and bypass hlter

r'^Rl/tDLE AIR-VOLUME/BYPASS FILTRATTON SYSTEM

Qnlity of comfort is a common problem in offices that have onry one thermostat forntnl rooms. The rack of unifoim .esponsiu"r,ers to independerítrf-u"fing'outo*.
tmfteralures and IAQ needs is often a major drawback of conventionul íinil"-rnn"
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Measured carbon dioxide concentrations as a function of time in a conference
room of an ofñce building.
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comfort systems. The VAV/BPFS shown in Figure 2 employs an electronic control system
which provides cost-effective and improved VAV comfort while simultaneously
responding to varying IAQ requirements. A thermostat in each of the four zones allows
the system air damper to carefully monitor and control the temperature of each zone that
is most comfortable to its occupants by changing the air supply rate in response to "net-
demands" for heating or cooling. Each zone damper can also communicate on a single-
lwisted pair of wires with the central controller which monitors each zone damper and the
temperature. The central controller also automatically provides bypass control through
direct air flow monitoring to allow constant fan-speed operation.

À factory-calibrated IAQ sensor, as an integra.l part of the VAV/BPFS, measures the
concentration of VOCs in one or more zones or in a common return-air duct and
independently resets the supply air temperature leaving the air-handling unit (AHU) to
increase or decrease the flow through a filter/air-cleaner assembly in the bypass duct to
maintain satisfactory VOC levels. Each AHU in VAV/BPFS can have one or more IAe
scnsors. The IAQ sensor may be located either in the return-air duct or in the room.
When it is located in the return-air duct, it senses the average contaminant concentration
of all four zones combined. It may be more advantageous to locate the IAQ sensor in a
'critical room," if the concentration of indoor air contaminants varies considerably in any
one of the four zones.

Since VAV/BPFS is a constant-volume fan system at the AHU with colder air being
dclivered to all four zones, each zone thermostat will modulate its zone damper to close in
order to match the increased cooling capacity of the supply air with the coincident space
thcrmal load. Accordingly, if the AHU is in a heating cycle, then the supply air
lcmPerature will increase, and if the AHU is in a cooling cycle, the supply air temperature
n'ill decrease to reach the maximum permissible VOC concentration level. When the zone
dampers modulate to close further, the bypass sensor senses the pressure build-up and
automatically allows more supply air to be bypassed through the VAV/BPFS system
bypass duct to the high-efficiency, filter/air-cleaner assembly.

The use of supplemental air-cleaning strategy provides energy savings because of a lower
lystem filter pressure-drop and the lower capital cost associated with the air flow in the
main HVAC system design. For an HVAC system with a VAV-bypass loop (whether a
rclrolìt or new building), the main system filter efficiency can be determined at a
maximum system flow rate instead of a minimum system flow rate [4]. Selected
pañiculate filters must always be used in conjunction with gaseous-phase carbon adsorbers
lo remove VOCs [5]. Particulate filters are rated in accordance with their efficiencies on a
mass mean diameter (MMD) of 0.3 micron and carbon adsorbers are based on VOC called
loluene.

To illustrate the use of this filter selection criteria, let us consider both a retrofit and new
building. Suppose the designer wishes to satisfy the minimum outdoor air flow rate of 9.5
Uy'person (20 cfm/person) for a retroht office building (recommended by ASHRAE
Snndard 62-1989), using a reduced outdoor air flow rate of 2.4 L/s/person (5
cfm/¡rcrson). [æt us further assume that the building has a vAV system without a bypass
kn¡r, a supply air flow rate of 23.5 L/s/person (50 cfm/person), and ventilation
cffectiveness (E ) of 65%, a typical offìce building.
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Using Figure 3 tólt7lt8l, the designer locates the particulate and adsorption efficiency of

45Vo"for-a system supply air flow rate (v,) of 23.5 L/s/person (50 cfm/person) 0'35

cfm/ft'?). tnó system'iupply air flow rate of 0.35 cfmlft, is based on the recommended 7

propLíSl r, (|OOO ft,)'foi an ofhce occupancy in ASHRAE Standard 62-1989. Then'

i.oå figur" 4', for a MMD of 0.3 micron particulate size and the particulate and

adsorptiãn effrciency of 45To, the designer selects Filter C as the system filter'

For the same retrofit building above, let us now assume that the building has a vAV

system wi L/s/person (90 cfm/person), and F-+ : 65%'

Similarly,5Lls/person(90cfm/person),the.designerlocates
the corres rption efhciency of 20Vo' From Figure 4' for the

particulate and adsorption efficiency of 2OVo, the designer selects Filter B as the system

filter.

Most recent mathematical analyses have shown that if the required filter efficiency for the

main system is relatively low, placing a high-efficiency filter in the bypass loop can

improve IAe, provided-the bypass air flow rate does not exceed approximately 30% of

the main sysiem air flow rate [-9]. This is shown in Figure 5 t6lt7l for retroht buildings'

Referring t nigur" 5, it can Uì seen that, if the bypass filterefficiency.isìess than 80%,

the contaminant concentration in the occupied zone (a dimensionless ratio in Figure 5) will

Ue g.e"t". than unity wi ir flow rates and, therefore IAQ will suffer'

On-the other hand, if th is greater than 80%, th€ contaminant

concentration in the occ aching unity' As a result of this' IAQ will

improve with reduced supply air flow rates, provided the bypass air flow ¡ate does not

"*å."d "pp.o*imately 
n'n & the main system air flow rate. The effect of placing a high-

efficiency'filter in a-bypass loop is also illustrated in Figure 6 for new buildings' For the

retrofit building above, the desígner selects Filter D using Figure 5 as the bypass filter

with a correspõnding bypass filter efficiency oÍ 80To as shown in Figure 5'

[æt us now consider a new building. Suppose the designer again wishes to satisfy the

rate of é.5 L7ilperson (20 cfm/person) using a reduced outdoor

n (15 cfm/person). Let us further àssume that the new building

a bypass lóop, V" : 23'5 L/s/person (50 cfm/person)' and E"

e Oáiigner lotarcs the particulate and adsorber efficiency of

30% and selects Filter C as the system filter (refer to Figure 4)'

For the same new building having a VAV system with a bypass loop, V" = 42'5

L/s/person (90 cfm/persoñ¡, and F^: 65%, the designer locates the.particulate and

adsoþtion efficiency of l0% in Figure 7 t61t71t81. From Figure 4, the designer selects

fittei n as the system filter. Similãrly, using the same selection criteria for the retrofit

building having å VAV system with a bypass loop, the designer selects again Filter D as

tne Uypãss filter with a córresponding bypass filter efficiency of 80% as shown in Figure

6.
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CONCLUSIONS

on

The reduction of supply air flow rate can ad
systems. Use of a supplemental high_effrci
provide a means for offsetting rediced air
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MIXED-GAS OR CO2 SENSORS AS A REFERENCE VARTABLE FOR

DEMAND-C ONTROLLED VENTILATION
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the investigation was to gather information about the currently available

types of sensor with regard to their suitability for p'roviding a ¡eference variable for
demand-based ventilation, and to be able to estimate the associated energy-saving potenital.

To this end, the air quality was measu¡ed continuously for a week in each of the

following areas at the University of Ztnch]. the staff restaurarit, a lecture hall for 300

people, and a large sports hall. The sensors used to measure indoor air quality were mixed-

gas sensors [1] a¡d COr sensors. In order to evaluate the etfect of temporarily switching
off the ventilation system, the plant v/as operatd manually at times.

It was found that, compared with conventional time-switch control, significant energy

savings can be made by operating the plant on the basis of air quality demand, and that

this does not significantly affect the comfort of users of the spaces. COr, released by
respiration, serves as an indicator for the presence of people. Mixed-gas sensors respond to
oxidisable gases and vapor¡rs. In addition to body odor¡¡s, therefore, these sensors also

measure the majority of other variables which affect air qualiqv.

In a subsequent phase, the ventilation systems in the staff restaurant and sports hall will be

operatd on a demand basis, using mixed-gas sensors for the reference va¡iable, so that the
actual energy savings achievable can be quantified.

INTRODUCTION

In order to save energy, thereby reducing the burden on the enviroment, the majority of
ventilation and air conditioning systems today are controlld by time progËmmes. The
switch times are normally setected in such a way that the rooms are ventilated tlnoughout
the potential period of occupancy.

Experience shows that the number of occupants assumed at the design stage p'roves in
p'ractice to be the exception. In many rooms, morcover, the level of occupancy fluctuates
widely over the day. This means that systems could be switched off at times, or at least
operaæd at lower fan speeds, without any noticeable loss of comfort. In practice, however,
this is rarely done manually. Sensors are therefore re$drd, which will measrue the
ventilation demand. What is needed is a sensor which can quantify the quality of the air as

registered by the human nose. Ideally, this v¡ould be a decipol sensor [2].

At present, however, there are no decipol sensors, and it is unlikely that they v¡ill ever
exist in an ideal form. Experiments conducted within the framework of the "Demand-
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